Filling Memorial Jewelry
Things you’ll need

- Paper funnel
- Adhesive glue
- Toothpick or similar device to control the distribution of adhesive glue
- A clean area to work on

***Please read the full list of instructions prior to starting at step one. The glue will take a full 24 hours to cure.***

Filling memorial jewelry with a threaded bale or screw

1.

2.

Bale

Find out how your pendant opens. Some may have a bale
that screws off from the top, while others may have a small
screw in the back or on the bottom of the jewelry.

Unscrew the bale or screw. Remove and screw the piece
together several times. This will give you a feel for how it
works and also gives you a chance to make sure there aren’t
any problems mating the two pieces together.

3.

4.

Do not fill
above this
line

Remove the bale or screw and using the funnel, put a small
pinch of cremains inside the pendant. Do not fill it to the
top.

Take the toothpick and run the tip around the threads on
the inside of the pendant to clear away any cremains that
may be trapped inside the threads.
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Filling Memorial Jewelry
Filling Memorial Jewelry (Continued)

5.

6.
Bale fits
ok

Screw fits
ok

Place the screw all the way in the pendant with no glue
applied yet. Make sure the threads are matching up well.
Do not force the bale or screw closed. If the screw doesn’t
go in all the way, the piece may be overfilled.

Cut a small opening at the top of the tube of glue. Squeeze
some glue out on to a piece of paper or cardboard (enough
to create a small puddle that you can dip the toothpick in
to).

7.

8.

Incorrect: Bale eyelet is facing
forward.

Unscrew the bale or screw part way, and using the toothpick, apply enough glue to generously coat the exposed
threads of the bale or screw (if you get any glue on the
jewelry you will be able to wipe it away after you’ve tightened down the bale or screw).

9.

Correct: Bale eyelet is facing
sideways.

Gently tighten the bale or screw. There will be excess glue
that is pushed out. Wipe the excess away with a disposable
cloth or paper towel. Note: If your pendant has a bale, be
sure the eyelet is not facing forward or at an angle. This
will cause your pendant to hang incorrectly. The eyelet
opening should always go sideways.

The glue will take a full 24 hours to seal properly. You must allow time for the glue to dry completely. Do not wear
the jewelry while the glue is drying. Place your pendant on a cloth or paper towel and allow it to dry for a full 24
hours. Check the pendant after it has sat for a few hours and wipe away any glue that has seeped out while it has been
drying.
Adhesive Warning: Eye irritant. Can irritate sensitive skin. Wash after contact. Contains methacrylic ester.
Keep away from children.
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Making a Paper Funnel
1.

Cutting the funnel

2.

Taping and trimming the funnel



Cut along the dotted line. Fold the circle
so the edges overlap.

Tape or glue the funnel. Use your jewelry
to gauge the size of the hole needed in the
funnel. Cut the bottom of the funnel off
to create the desired hole size. Start small,
you can always make it larger.



